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SUMMARY

Ionic diodes constructed with asymmetric channel geometry and/or charge
layout have shown outstanding performance in ion transport manipulation and
reverse electrodialysis (RED) energy collection, but theworkingmechanism is still
indistinct. Herein, we systematically investigated RED energy conversion of
straight nanochannel-based bipolar ionic diode by coupling the Poisson-Nernst-
Planck and Navier-Strokes equations. The effects of nanochannel structure,
charging polarity, and symmetricity as well as properties of working fluids on
the output voltage and output power were investigated. The results show that
as high-concentration feeding solution is applied, the bipolar ionic diode-based
RED system gives higher output voltage and output power compared to the uni-
polar channel RED system. Under optimal conditions, the voltage output of the
bipolar channel is increased by �100% and the power output is increased by
�260%. This work opens a new route for the design and optimization of high-per-
formance salinity energy harvester as well as for water desalination.

INTRODUCTION

The use of renewable and clean energy shows great significance for the survival and sustainable develop-

ment of human civilization. Salinity energy utilizing the concentration gradient of salt solutions has been

considered as a promising renewable energy because of the abundant salty water resources over the

world.1–3 Two most commonly used methods, reverse electrodialysis (RED)4–6 and pressure retarded

osmosis (PRO),7–9 have been applied in salinity gradient energy harvesting; but RED can convert salinity

energy into electricity directly without additional pressure input and mechanical setup which is more pop-

ular than PRO.10,11 In a RED system, a concentration gradient is built along an ion-select nanofluidic

channel, and ions are driven by chemical potential and transport through the nanochannel; however, the

transport of counter-ions through the ion-selective channel is promoted and transport of co-ions through

the ion-selective channel is inhibited because of electrostatic attraction and repulsion caused by the pres-

ence of charges on the channel surface, thus resulting in a net charge stream in the nanochannel and giving

an electrical energy output.5,12,13 The concept of RED was first presented by Pattle in 1954 and has received

reawakened attention in the field of nanofluidics because of the increasing development of nanotech-

nology.14 To date, the energy conversion efficiency of RED is still very limited, and there is still a gap to

reach the commercially viable performance benchmark of 5 W=m210, especially to the large-scale applica-

tions of RED systems. Fundamental understanding and promotion of ion transport through nanochannels

of RED systems is urgently needed to enhance the conversion efficiency which would guide the design and

optimization of new RED systems.

To boost the performance of RED, numerous studies have been conducted, mainly focused on the prop-

erties of working electrolytes,15,16 surface charge properties of the nanochannels,15,17 and structure of

nanochannels,18–20 and so on. For instance, it is widely accepted that a higher surface charge density of

the nanochannel would give rise to better ion selectivity thus a better RED energy conversion capability.5

Also, well-matched electrolyte valence,21 concentration,22,23 and pH environment24,25 are critical to high-

efficiency power and energy conversion. Besides, the layout of the ion-selective nanochannel including

shape, size, and symmetricity of charge modification also affects the performance of the RED system.5,21,26

For example, Tseng et al. analyzed the effects of nanopore dimensions (pore diameter and pore length)

and concluded that a smaller nanopore radius or a longer nanopore gives better ion selectivity.27

Hsu et al. studied the effects of the shape of nanochannels on the RED performance by comparing
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bullet-shaped, conical-shaped, and flared nanochannels, and found that bullet-shaped nanochannels give

the best power output values under the condition of similar channel diameter in the range of <1400 nm,28

indicating that nanochannels with asymmetric structures which exhibit diode-like properties would give

rise to superior RED performance in energy harvesting. As a result, it is reasonable to predict that a

high-performance ionic diode would result in outstanding RED energy conversion efficiency.

Ionic diodes inspired by biological ion channels are categorized into two main branches, unipolar ionic di-

odes and bipolar ionic diodes, depending on the charge polarity of the ion-selective nanochannels,29

which have been applied in constructing biosensors and electronics.30,31 Many studies have proved that

bipolar ionic diodes constructed with asymmetric charge density on the channel surface work better in

terms of ion transport control compared to that of unipolar ionic diodes which have only one sign of electric

charge on the channel surface.32–34 For example, the difference in rectification characteristics between a

bipolar ionic diode and a unipolar ionic diode based on a single conical nanochannel was studied by

Gael Nguyen et al., and the result shows that the bipolar ionic diode can produce a better rectification

effect than the unipolar diode when the surface charge density is similar.35 To the best of our knowledge,

most reported RED energy harvesting systems are developed based on unipolar ion-selective channels.

Recent studies show that bipolar ionic diode systems have outstanding performance in RED energy con-

version.20,36–39 For example, an ionic diodemembrane prepared by the combination of negatively charged

mesoporous and positively charged carbon alumina nanopores is able to produce power densities of up to

3.46 W=m240; the nanochannel network combined by 1D and 3D nanochannels also shows ultrahigh

osmotic energy conversion performance41,42; and a gel-based charged 3D network can produce power

as high as 7.87W=m2 which has reached the benchmark for industrial requirements.43 Although theoretical

and numerical studies of ion transport through bipolar nanochannels for reverse osmosis energy collection

and optimization have been reported previously.33,44,45 However, the mechanism of boosting RED energy

conversion performance by bipolar ionic diodes has not been symmetrically explored and extensive study

of bipolar ionic diodes for the design and optimization of high-performance salinity energy harvester is

needed to further optimize the RED system.

This work aims to provide insight into the working mechanism of RED energy harvesting by bipolar ionic

diodes. RED voltage and power output of nanochannel-based ionic diodes under the conditions of various

nanochannel properties, ionic solutions, and charging setups are numerically investigated by coupling the

Poisson-Nernst-Planck and the Navier-Strokes equations. The energy conversion performance of the

bipolar ionic diode-based RED system is extensively investigated. The results are compared with those

of the unipolar ionic diodes-based RED system. A guideline for the design and optimization of a high-per-

formance salinity energy harvester by tuning the working parameters of the bipolar ionic diodes including

salt valence, ion strength, nanochannel size, and surface charge properties is provided. The results

would also light up a new avenue for the applications of ionic diode systems, such as for seawater

desalination.
Methods and numerical setup

Physical modeling

A numerical study of the steady-state RED process in a single straight nanochannel-based ionic diode was

carried out using the finite element analysis (FEA) method, and unipolar ion-selective nanochannels

without ionic diode layout were also calculated to understand the superiority of bipolar ionic diodes in

salinity gradient energy harvesting. Figure 1A shows a schematic diagram of the bipolar ionic diode-based

RED system, and Figure 1B shows the computational boundary conditions and geometric structures in the

centrosymmetric view where a nanochannel of L in length and D in diameter is sandwiched by two reser-

voirs of Lr in length and Dr in diameter. To construct a typical bipolar ionic diode, the surface charge

densities on the upstream and downstream sections of the nanochannel of 1=2 L in length are s1, s2,

respectively. The upstream reservoir contains high concentration electrolyte solution of cH and the down-

stream reservoir is filled with low concentration electrolyte solution of cL (cH > cL), so that a concentration

gradient can be created along the nanochannel and gives a RED electric potential.

Governing equations

The electric field in the computational domain where generally overlapping electric double layer (EDL) and

selective ion transport happens can be determined by Poisson’s equation46:
2 iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023



Figure 1. Modeling of the bipolar ionic diode-based RED system

(A) Schematic diagram and (B) the computational domain of the numerical modeling; (C) equivalent electric circuit of the

bipolar ionic diode-based RED system; (D) Typical I-V curve of the bipolar ionic diode.
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V24 = � re

ε0εr
(Equation 1)
re = F
X

zici (Equation 2)

where ε0 and εr are the vacuum dielectric constant and relative dielectric constant of the electrolyte me-

dium, re and 4 are the net charge density and electric potential, ci, zi are the molar concentration and

valence of ith ion, respectively, and F is the Faraday constant.

Transport of the ith ion specie in the nanochannel driven by diffusion, migration, and convection which ob-

serves the conversion of ions can be calculated by the Nernst-Planck (NP) equation:

Ji = uci � DiVci � Di
Fzici
RT

V4 (Equation 3)
VJi = 0 (Equation 4)

where Ji and Di are the flux and diffusion coefficient of ith ion, u is the flow velocity, R is the gas constant.

Note that net charge distribution near a charged channel surface because of the attraction of counterions

and repulsion of co-ions builds up the EDL, and the thickness of EDL lD highly affects the effectiveness of

ion transport behavior in the nanochannel which can be calculated by the Debye length kd
47,

lD =
1

kd
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ε0εrRT

F2
P

ciz2i

s
(Equation 5)

For a symmetrical electrolyte solution, lD can be simplified as lD = 3:04
zi

ffiffiffiffi
M

p 3 10� 10ðmÞ, hereM is the molarity

of the ionic solution. Coordination of the thickness of EDL and the channel size is the key to ion transport

control in a nanofluidic system.
iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023 3
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For nanochannels with a size scale larger than 2 nm, continuous dynamics can be applied.48 As a result, the

flow field can be modeled by solving the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations. The contribution of the

inertia term is negligible as microgeometry is used here; as a result, the flow field observes conservation

of mass can be calculated by the following equations:

�Vp +mV2u+Fe = 0 (Equation 6)
Vu = 0 (Equation 7)

where m is the coefficient of fluid viscosity, p is the pressure, and Fe is the volume force caused by electrostatic

interactions because of the presence of the electric field and the net charges, which can be calculated by

Fe = � F
X

ziciV4 (Equation 8)

The boundary conditions are solved numerically by the equations presented in Figure 1B. Briefly, for the

electric field, the surface charge density on the upstream and downstream of the channel wall is s1, and

s2 respectively, and zero charge condition (n$V4 = 0) is applied on the walls of the channel reservoirs,

where n denotes the component perpendicular to the channel wall. Here, the surface charge densities

are assumed as constants to keep the problem simple, although the surface charge density may vary

slightly depending on many factors such as pore size and concentration in reality.49

To solve for the distribution of both cations and anions, ion concentrations of cH and cL are applied on

the entrance and exit of channel reservoirs, and a non-flux condition is applied on all channel surfaces

(n$DiVci = 0). For the flow field, a non-slip boundary condition and a no-permeation boundary condition

(u = 0) are applied on the channel surfaces and reservoir surfaces, and zero pressure (p = 0) is applied

on the entrance and exit of the channel reservoirs. More details about the modeling and parameter

setting can be found in the Supplementary Information (SI-1).

To calculate the electric voltage output of the bipolar ionic diode-based RED device, the RED system was

modeled as an electric cell (see Figure 1C for the equivalent circuit), i.e., the upstream end of the bipolar

ionic diodewas appliedwith an electric potential,4 = V , and thedownstreamendof the cell was grounded,

4 = 0. Here V is associated with the operating voltage of the RED, with a net ionic flux (Ji ) because of diffu-

sion, electromigration, and convection, and the net charge flux gives the electric current (I) through

I =

Z
F
X

zicidA (Equation 9)

where A is the cross-section area of the nanochannel. As a cell, an I � V relationship can be obtained by

varying the voltage, and open circuit voltage (OCV), internal resistance, and power output of the cell

can be evaluated by the I � V , as explained below.

Data processing

The simulated bipolar ionic diode RED cell with an OCV of V0 and internal resistance of RC , is connected to

an external resistor (Re). An output voltage V is produced by the cell and a current of I is generated in the

system, as shown in the equivalent circuit demonstrated in Figure 1C. One can easily get the following

equation based on Kirchhoff’s law:

V = V0 � IRC (Equation 10)

On the other hand, the operating voltage V can be calculated by using the external load Re and the electric

current of the circuit is as follows:

V = IRe (Equation 11)

According to Equation 10, the maximum output voltage of the RED, when no external current I is present, is

V0. In the simulation, we obtained the I � V characteristics of the RED by using Equation 10. Specifically, by

using different values of the operating voltage V we obtained values of I, and a curve fitting of the least

square residual was performed. As a consequence, the corresponding OCV, V0, and nano-channel resis-

tance, RC , can be calculated from the y-intercept and slope of the best linear fit (see SI-2 for an example

of the processing details). The power output of the RED system can be simply expressed as:

P = IV (Equation 12)
4 iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023
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Apparently, when the output voltage becomes half of the maximum voltage (OCV) generated by the nano-

channel (V = 0:5V0), the power generation reaches its max value:

Pmax =
V2
0

4RC
(Equation 13)

where the subscript max indicates the conditions for maximum power generation. In this work, the

maximum output power Pmax and the correlated maximum output voltage were calculated for both bipolar

ionic diode-based nanochannels and unipolar ion-selective nanochannels.

The numerical study was implemented by the FEA method with COMSOL Multiphysics (version 5.6), and a

mesh-independent study was conducted (see SI-3 for more information). The working parameters of the

RED system were extensively investigated based on a basic model. Unless otherwise specified, nanochan-

nel size of 100 nm long and 10 nm in diameter, sodium chloride (NaCl) solutions of cH = 10 mM and cL =

0:1 mM, and surface charge densities of s1 = � 0:06 C=m2, s2 = 0:06 C=m2 were applied. The effects of

ion concentration, ion valence, channel length, channel diameter, surface charge density, and the symme-

tricity of charge polarity on themaximumoutput voltage and themaximum output power Pmax produced by

the RED system were investigated. Figure 1D shows a typical I-V characteristic of the basic model working

under the condition of � 0.5–0.5 V range, in which one can see that the bipolar ionic diode-based nano-

channel gives a typical ‘‘diode’’ performance, i.e., the ionic current is enhanced when a forward electric field

is applied while the ionic current is depressed when a reversed electric field is applied, suggesting the

excellent performance of nanochannel-based ionic diode in the respect of ion transport control.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Channel size effect

The coordination of nanochannel pore size and the thickness of EDL dominates the selectivity of ion trans-

port in a nanochannel, and the channel length determines the permeability of a nanochannel. A trade-off

between ion selectivity and ion permeability is essential for constructing a high-performance RED system.

For instance, nanochannels with a smaller pore size can give a higher ion selectivity intuitively50; however, a

too-small channel pore size reduces the ion flux because of the reduction of internal space, thus bringing

down the RED output performance.51 Also, a longer charged nanochannel would enhance the repulsive

effect of co-ions and give rise to a higher ion selectivity thus a better RED performance; however, on the

other hand, when the channel is too long, diffusion resistivity increases dramatically and lowers the perme-

ability, which results in a low RED output.6

In this section, the channel length effect and channel pore size effect on the performance of both unipolar

and bipolar ionic diode-based RED systems under the same working fluids condition are presented. To

shed light on the channel length effect, channel length in the range of 10�200 nm and channel pore size

of 5 nm, 10 nm, and 20 nm under the condition of low cH (10 mM) were simulated. The output voltages

are demonstrated in Figures 2A–2C and the corresponding output powers are presented in Figures 2E

and 2F. Channel length effect under the condition of high feeding concentration of cH (500 mM) was

also investigated, and the output voltage and output power are demonstrated in Figures 2G and 2H,

respectively. To further investigate the pore size effect on the RED performance, channel pore diameter

in the range of 2�20 nm working at the same channel length of 100 nm was calculated (Figure 2I).

From Figures 2A–2C one can see that the output voltage of all the bipolar cases is much higher than that of

the unipolar ones, suggesting more excellent performance of bipolar ionic diode-based RED system

compared to the unipolar counterpart in terms of voltage output. It is also obvious that for the bipolar

cases, the output voltage increases with channel length and then decreases as the channel length increases

further, indicating that there is a specific L where the curve reaches a plateau that maximizes the output

voltage. The increase-decrease profile is caused by increasing ion selectivity of short channels and

decreasing ion permeability thus increasing channel resistance of long channels as mentioned above,

which has also been experimentally verified by Su et al.52 As for the output power, from Figures 2D–2F

one can get a general conclusion that the output power decreases with the channel length for both the

unipolar and bipolar cases regardless of the channel diameter. The decreasing output power with

increasing channel length is caused by the increasing internal resistance of the nanochannels with the

channel length.
iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023 5



Figure 2. Channel size effect on the output performance of RED systems

Channel length effect on the output voltage of both unipolar and bipolar ionic diode-based RED systems working under

the condition of different diameters of (A) 5 nm, (B) 10 nm, and (C) 20 nm; Channel length effect on the output power of

both unipolar and bipolar ionic diode-based RED systems working under the condition of different diameter of (D) 5 nm,

(E) 10 nm and (F) 20 nm; Channel length effect on the (G) output voltage and (H) output power of both unipolar and bipolar

RED systems under the condition of high cH (500 mM); (I) Channel diameter effect on the output voltage of both unipolar

and bipolar RED systems where the channel length is 100 nm.
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As the concentration of the feeding solution cH increases to 500 mM, EDL gets weakly overlapped but the

channel length effect on the performance of RED systems behaves very similarly compared to that of the

low cH (10 mM) case, for example, as shown in Figures 2G and 2H, there are optimum channel lengths to

obtain maximum output voltage for both the unipolar case and the bipolar case, and for the bipolar

case, the optimum output power decreases with increasing channel length. However, the output power

of the unipolar case shows an optimum value at �200 nm channel length which may be because of the

tradeoff of channel resistance and the polarization of ions. It is worth noting that both the output voltage

and output power of the bipolar cases are higher than those of the unipolar cases, suggesting the more

excellent performance of the bipolar system than the unipolar counterpart in RED energy harvesting under

the condition of high-concentration feeding solution. More discussions about the role of ion concentration

in RED conversion are demonstrated in the following section.

In terms of the channel diameter effect on the performance of the RED system, in both the unipolar and

bipolar cases, the output voltage shows an increasing and then decreasing trend as the channel diameter

increases (Figure 2I), which can be explained by the tradeoff of high ion selectivity of small channels and low

net charge current in large channels associated with the overlap of EDL.53 For instance, for the bipolar case,

the output voltage increases from�200 mV to�760 mV when the channel diameter increases from 2 nm to

10 nm, and this value decreases sharply to �120 mV as the channel diameter increases to 20 nm. Appar-

ently, when the channel diameter is very small, say 2 nm, EDL of 3 nm in thickness gets overlapped heavily

in the channel (2 lD >D), the channel becomes an ideal cation-selective tunnel (with respect to the charge

polarity of the upstream nanochannel) and gives high ion selective effects in the channel; however, the
6 iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023
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small aperture size results in a very low ion flux through the channel and therefore gives a low voltage

output. On the other hand, when the channel diameter is too large, say 20nm, the large pore size increases

the ion flux dramatically, but the EDL is too thin to get overlapped in such a large channel (2 lD > D) thus

cannot provide effective ion-selective transport; as a result, diffusion flux of co-ions weakens the net charge

current and lowers the voltage output. Choosing the right channel size is therefore essential to maximize

the energy harvesting performance of RED. Based on the simulation results demonstrated in Figure 2I one

can see that the optimum channel diameter for both the unipolar case and the bipolar case is around 10nm,

under which condition EDL gets overlapped (2 lDzD), and ion selectivity and net charge flux of the RED

system reaches an optimum condition.

An optimized channel size for a RED system always involves the combination of channel length and channel

diameter. Figures 2A–2C presents the output voltage of the RED system working with different channel

diameters of 5 nm, 10 nm, and 20 nm, it is obvious that for the bipolar case, the optimum channel length

increases with channel pore size, for example, from �60 nm to �120 nm when the channel diameter

increases from 5 to 20 nm. The optimum length for the unipolar case is not so prominent because of the

overall low voltage output of the unipolar RED system which will be explained in the following section.

To find an optimization route for the unipolar nanochannel RED system, an equation to estimate the opti-

mum channel length has been reported.16 Herein, it is hard to find a corresponding equation, but from the

data, we can get a general conclusion that for the 10 mM/0.1 mM cases, a shorter channel length is more

accessible to a higher output power; however, there is an optimum length to achieve maximum output

voltage associate to the tradeoff of the ion selectivity and permeability. One can get a similar conclusion

for the 500 mM/0.1 mM cases, i.e., an optimum channel length of �200 nm is beneficial to the output

voltage for both the unipolar cases and the bipolar cases, and a shorter channel length gives a better

output power performance of the bipolar system. As a result, one can get a guideline for the optimization

of a bipolar RED system with fixed pore size: (i) to obtain the optimized output voltage by using the numer-

ical modeling and (ii) to enhance the output power by minimizing the channel length.

Besides the channel size effect, surprisingly, the voltage output of the bipolar RED cases is much higher than

those of the unipolar counterpart (Figure 2I), proving our speculation that a bipolar ionic diode with excel-

lent ion transport modulation is more suitable for high-performance RED system development. We believe

that the outstanding performance results from the ‘‘one-way’’ transport behavior of bipolar ionic diodes.

The mechanism is as follows: when counterions transport through a unipolar nanochannel with effective

ion selectivity, a net charge flux builds up in the nanochannel and gives an output voltage; however, the

counterions are likely to accumulate at the exit of the nanochannel because of the attraction force between

the counters and the charged channel surface, which reduces the concentration gradient along the channel

and gives a limited RED output. However, for the bipolar case, counterions get into the upstream channel

driven by chemical potential and then pass through the downstream channel where the counterions

become co-ions with respect to the downstream channel; as a result, charge carriers are repelled and

move away from the exit of the nanochannel, which in turn increases the concentration gradient along

the nanochannel and provides an effective charge transport efficiency and a high output performance.
Surface charge properties

As mentioned above, ionic diode-based nanochannels modified with asymmetric charges on the channel

surface are excellent tunnels for ion manipulation (Figure 1C). The non-ohmic behavior of the diode char-

acteristic effectively suppresses reverse currents, making ions move preferentially in one direction, which in

turn effectively increases the output voltage of RED.54 The performance of the ionic diode is dominated by

the surface charge properties, including surface charge density, charge uniformity, charging length, and

symmetricity of the nanochannel.30 In this section, the effect of surface charge properties of nanochannels

on the performance of the RED system was investigated by varying both the polarity and magnitude of

surface charge densities as well as the length of charge surfaces based on the basic model.

To study the polarity of charge effect on the RED performance, the surface charge on the upstream of the

nanochannel was set as constant, s1 = � 0:06 C=m2̂, whereas the surface charge density at the down-

stream side (s2) sweeps in the range of � 0:09 � 0:09 C=m2̂. Note that to fully understand the surface

charge density effect under different ion strength conditions, both low-concentration cH = 10 mM (lDz

3 nm) (Figures 3A and 3B), and high-concentration cH = 500 mM (lDz0:4 nm) (Figures 3C and 3D) feeding

solutions were investigated.
iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023 7



Figure 3. Surface charge effect on the performance of the ionic diode-based RED energy conversion

Surface charge density effect on the (A) output voltage and (B) maximum output power of ionic diode-based RED system

under the condition of low-concentration feeding solution of cH = 10 mM. Surface charge density effect on the (C) output

voltage and (D) maximum output power of ionic diode-based RED system under the condition of high-concentration

feeding solution of cH = 500 mM. For all the cases, the concentration of NaCl on the downstream side is 0.1 mM.
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From Figures 3A and 3B one can see that under the condition of 10 mM feeding solution, i.e., moderate

overlapping of EDL in the nanochannel, when the surface charge on the downstream of the nanochannel

is negative (which is the same sign as the upstream of the nanochannel), the nanochannel is a unipolar ion-

selective channel, the output voltage is stable at around 90 mV; however, when the surface charge density

on the downstream side becomes positive, the nanochannel becomes a bipolar ionic diode, the output

voltage rises sharply with increasing surface charge density, peaking at s2 z 0.05 C=m2, and the output

voltage drops as s2 increases further (Figure 3A). On the other hand, in terms of output power, for both

the unipolar case and the bipolar case, the output power experiences an increase-decrease profile and

maximizes at �0.05 C=m2 and 0.05 C=m2 for the unipolar and bipolar cases respectively, which indicates

that a highly uniform unipolar channel or a highly asymmetric bipolar channel would give rise to a high po-

wer output of the RED system.

For the case of weakly overlapping EDL in which high concentration cH (500 mM, the concentration of ions

in natural seawater) was applied, the voltage output (Figure 3C) and power output (Figure 3D) of both the

unipolar case and the bipolar case show an increase-decrease profile, which again indicates that there is an

optimum surface charge density value for the optimization of the bipolar ionic diode RED system. However,

the optimum charge density on the downstream channel s2 shifts off a little bit from the highly uniform or

asymmetric position (�0.05 C=m2 and 0.05 C=m2), showing that regardless of the concentration of working

fluids, a highly uniform unipolar channel or a highly symmetric bipolar channel is essential to the optimiza-

tion of a RED system.

It is worth noting that for both themoderate and weak overlapping EDL cases, the optimum output voltage of

the bipolar case is higher than that of the unipolar case (Figures 3A and 3C). For example, under the condition

of cH = 10 mM, the optimum output voltage of the bipolar case is �480 mV, which is �6 times higher than

that of the unipolar case, whereas under the condition of cH = 500mM, the optimum output voltage of the

bipolar case is only 80 mV but still �2 times higher than that of the unipolar case, indicating a better voltage

output performance of bipolar systems than unipolar ones under the conditions of both moderate and weak
8 iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023



Figure 4. Charge polarity and charge magnitude effects on the performance of RED systems

Charge length layout effect on the (A) optimum output voltage and (B) maximum output power of the bipolar RED system.

Charge magnitude effects on the (C) optimum output voltage and (D) maximum output power of bipolar RED systems.
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EDL overlapping. However, regarding the optimum output power, under the condition of cH = 10mM, the

optimum output power of the bipolar case is �0.02 pW which is only �1/8 of the unipolar counterpart

(�0.16 pW) (Figure 3B), whereas when cH increases to 500 mM, the optimum output power of the bipolar

case is �0.1 pW, which is �5 times higher than the unipolar case (Figure 3D).

The excellent output voltage performance is caused by ion enrichment at the unipolar channel exit and ion

dissipation at the bipolar channel exit as mentioned above. The low optimum output power of the bipolar

systemworking at low cH is because of the higher resistance of the channel caused by the dissipation of ions

at the channel exit and the related polarization behavior, whereas the high optimum power output of the

bipolar system working at high cH is caused by the superior diode-like transport property of the bipolar

vsystem. As can be seen, the optimum output power of both the bipolar and unipolar cases is highly

affected by the interplay of charge polarization and ion-selective transport in nanofluidic systems resulting

from ion properties. Discussions about the concentration and valence of ions on the RED performance will

be presented in the following section.

Based on the above-mentioned conclusion, we further investigated the charge length and charge magni-

tude effects on the performance of the RED system (Figure 4). Asymmetric charge modification length by

varying the length of the positively charged downstream section (Ldown) from 1/8 L to 1/2 L while remaining

the upstream section (Lup) negatively charged (Lup =L�Ldown). Figures 4A and 4B show the results of the

length effect on the optimum output voltage and the optimum output power of the bipolar system.

From Figure 4A one can see that the optimum output voltage increases from �150 mV to �750 mV and

the optimum output power increases from �0.02 pW to �0.23 pW as the charging length of the positively

charged side increases from 1/8 L to 1/2 L, indicating that a highly symmetric charging length layout is

beneficial to the high performance of bipolar RED systems because of the effective modulation of net

charge transport. In addition, highly symmetric bipolar RED systems under the conditions of s1 = � s2 (bi-

polar) in the range of 0�� 0.09C=m2 were also simulated to explore the effect of the charge density magni-

tude on the RED performance (see Figures 4C and 4D for the results). Apparently, for the bipolar case, the

output voltage maximizes at �0.055 C=m2 and the output power maximum at �0.01 C=m2, which is
iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023 9



Figure 5. Concentration effect on the performance of both unipolar and bipolar RED systems

Concentration effect on (A) the optimum output voltage and (B) maximum output power working with different

concentration combinations, in which the channel is 50 nm in length and 10 nm in diameter, and cL of 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 mM

and cL from 1 mM to 500 mM are applied.
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different from those of the unipolar case where the output voltage maximizes at �0.01 C=m2 (Figure S3A),

and the maximum output power decrease with the magnitude of the charge density (Figure S3B). It can be

seen that an appropriate surface charge density is a fundamental requirement for achieving ion selectivity

and satisfactory RED energy conversion performance, an excessive or insufficient surface charge can

negatively affect the output performance of nanofluidic-based REDs.55 The performance of the bipolar

RED system is also affected by the symmetricity of charging length and charge magnitude of the upstream

and downstream channels, and a highly symmetric bipolar ionic diode with a symmetric charging length of

opposite sign would give rise to the high performance of the system under the condition of a suitable ionic

environment.

Ion concentration

The thickness of EDL is a function of ion concentration and valence of the electrolyte (Equation 5), and the

performance of RED is highly dependent on the effectiveness of ion selection caused by the overlapping of

EDL. In this section, the ion concentration effect on the output voltage and output power of both bipolar

and unipolar nanochannels were investigated by using different concentration combinations of cH and cL.

To obtain comprehensive conclusions, three values of cL, 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 mM and four high-concentra-

tion values of cH 1, 10, 100 and 500mMwere applied so that both high-concentration gradient and low-con-

centration gradient circumstances would be explored (Figure 5).

Figure 5A illustrates the concentration effects on the voltage output of both the unipolar and bipolar RED

systems. From Figure 5A one can get three key findings: (i) The output voltage of the bipolar cases is much

higher than those of the unipolar ones when the same concentration gradient is applied, especially under

the condition of low concentration of cH, 10mM (lDz3nm) and 1mM (lDz10nm), in which moderate and

heavy overlapping of EDL happens in the nanochannels; (ii) under the condition of a fixed cH, the output

voltage of both the unipolar cases and the bipolar cases increases as cL decreases from 0.1mM to

0.001mM, indicating that a higher concentration gradient is beneficial to the high output voltage; (iii) under

the condition of a fixed cL, the output voltage of both the unipolar cases and the bipolar cases experiences

an ‘‘increase-decrease’’ profile as cH increases from 1mM to 500mM, except for the bipolar case working at

cL = 0:001 mM in which the output voltage of the bipolar case decreases continuously as cH increases. The

results prove that the choosing of cH is critical to the optimization of the voltage output of the RED system.

The outstanding performance of the bipolar RED system in terms of output voltage working under the con-

dition of 0.001 mM/1 mM is assumed caused by the reduction of ion concentration polarization in nano-

channels. Figure S4 compares the concentration distribution inside the channel working under the condi-

tions of (a) cH = 1mM and cL = 0:001 mM and (b) cH = 1mM and cL = 0:01mM. It can be seen that when

cL = 0:001mM, the ion concentration polarization (ICP) effect of the channel is significantly weakened, and

the reduced ICP is beneficial to the permeability and ion selectivity of the nanochannel.56 In addition, the
10 iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023
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lower cL would give rise to a higher concentration gradient which would further enhance the output

voltage. The ‘‘increase-crease’’ trend of the other cases is assumed because of the trade-off of the concen-

tration gradient and the ICP effect.

The concentration effect on the power output of both the unipolar and bipolar RED systems is presented in

Figure 5B, from which one can also get three key conclusions: (i) The output power of the bipolar cases is

lower than those of the unipolar ones when cH is lower than 10 mM, and the output power of the bipolar

cases is higher than those of the unipolar ones when cH is higher than 100 mM, which shows that the uni-

polar system is more efficient when the concentration of feeding solution is low, and the bipolar system is

more suitable for the cases when high-concentration feeding solution is applied; (ii) under the condition of

a fixed cH, the output voltage of both the unipolar cases and the bipolar cases changes very little as cL in-

creases from 0.1 mM to 0.001 mM, indicating that the concentration in of the downstream reservoir has a

minor effect on the output power of RED systems and the maximum output power is dominated by the

feeding concentration cH; (iii) under the condition of a fixed cL, the output power of the unipolar cases ex-

periences an ‘‘increase-decrease’’ profile as cH increases from 1mM to 500 mM, which is consistent with the

reported result,27 whereas the output power of the bipolar cases increases dramatically as cH increases

from 1 mM to 500 mM, suggesting that the advantages of the bipolar structure in RED energy harvesting,

especially under the condition of high-concentration feeding solution, such as natural seawater.

Based on the above-mentioned discussions, one can get the following routes to optimize the concentra-

tion of working fluids of RED systems. In terms of voltage output, a bipolar system gives higher voltage

output than a unipolar system because of the outstanding performance of bipolar ionic diodes in coun-

terion delivery and polarization elimination as mentioned above. The concentration gradient provides

the driven chemical potential for the RED system. As a result, a higher concentration gradient would

give rise to a higher diffusion net charge flux under the same channel system with the same ion selectivity

thus a higher output voltage. However, overlapping of EDL in a nanochannel depends on the concentration

of ions, i.e., as the concentration increases the ion selectivity of the nanochannel decreases, which in turn

lowers the net charge flux and the output voltage for both unipolar and bipolar systems.51 Therefore,

enhancing the concentration gradient and meanwhile maintaining the ion selectivity of the nanochannel

is the key to developing a high-output voltage RED system. However, to achieve higher optimum power

output, when the concentration of the feeding solution is low, it is feasible to achieve high power output

by using the unipolar system because of the relatively low resistance of the unipolar cell compared to

the bipolar system; when the concentration of feeding solution is high, the bipolar system is able to rectify

the net charge flux and gives rise to higher power output. As a result, the key to obtaining a high-power-

output RED system is to enhance the concentration gradient and meanwhile maintain the efficiency of net

charge flux in the nanochannel to minimize the internal resistance of the RED system.
Ion valence

Numerous monovalent and multivalent salt ions in natural seawater have different hydration radii, ionic

diffusivity, charge numbers, etc., and all these factors have a significant impact on the output of the RED

system.57,58 For example, Song et al. investigated the influences of divalent ions on a unipolar RED system

and found that multivalent ions affect the output of RED which is dependent on the polarity of nanochan-

nels.57,59 In this section, the effect of ion valence on the output performance of the bipolar RED system was

studied by using typical cations and anions in natural seawater. Three monovalent cations, Li+, Na+, K+,

three divalent cations, Mg2+, Cu2+, Ca2+ and one typical trivalent cation, Al3+ of 10 mM were studied.

To achieve a comprehensive understanding of the valence effect, monovalent anion Cl� and divalent anion

SO2�
4 were applied. The diffusion coefficient of Li+, Na+, K+, Cl�, SO2�

4 , Mg2+, Cu2+, Ca2+and Al3+ at room

temperature are 1:033 10� 9, 1:33310� 9, 1:963 10� 9, 2:03310� 9, 1:07310� 9, 0.7053 10� 9,0.7143

10� 9,0.7923 10� 9, and 0.5413 10� 9m2=s, respectively.60 The results are demonstrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6A shows the effect of the valence of cations (10 mM/0.1 mM) on the output voltage and maximum

output power of the bipolar RED system. From Figure 6A one can see that the output voltages of themono-

valent cation cases are higher than those of the multivalent cation cases, and the maximum output power

increases with the valence of cations. For the monovalent cases, generally speaking, when a cation-selec-

tive nanochannel is applied, both the output voltage and output power show the trend of Li+<Na+<K+

because cations with higher diffusion ecoefficiency give higher net-charge flux; i.e., Li+<Na+<K+.5 But

for an anion-selective channel, anion (Cl�) is the charge carrier and contribute the net charge current,
iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023 11



Figure 6. Ion valence effect on the performance of bipolar RED systems

(A) Effect of cation valence on the output voltage and maximum power of bipolar RED system under the condition of low

concentration cH (10 mM); (B) Internal resistance of bipolar RED system working with cations of different valence. (C) Effect

of cation valence on the output voltage and maximum power of bipolar RED system under the condition of high

concentration cH (500 mM); Effect of multivalent anion on the output voltage and maximum power of bipolar RED system

under the condition of (D) low concentration cH (10 mM) and (E) high concentration cH (500 mM); (F) Comparison of the

output voltage of bipolar RED systems working with monovalent cation Na+ and bivalent cation Mg2+ of 10 mM under

different channel surface charge conditions.
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cations with higher diffusion coefficient would enhance the diffusion flux of the cations, thus lowering the

net charge flux and the output performance; thus, for an anion-selective channel, the output voltage, and

the output power following the trend Li+>Na+>K+.5 As seen from the bipolar nanochannel demonstrated in

Figure 6A, both the output voltage and output power of themonovalent cases show the trend Li+>Na+>K+,

which is consistent with the unipolar anion-selective channel mentioned above. As a consequence, we

believe that the bipolar nanochannel system is an anion-selective channel, and Cl� is the net charge carrier.

For the bivalent cases where Mg2+, Cu2+, and Ca2+ are applied, the output voltages are lower than those of

the monovalent cases and the output powers are much higher than those of the monovalent cases. These

trends can be explained as follows: On one hand, for the bipolar nanochannel system, bivalent cations are

attracted by the negatively charged upstream nanochannel and screen the channel surface with thinner

EDL, which allows more anions to penetrate into the nanochannel and gives rise to a higher diffusion

flux of anions; however, on the other hand, as bivalent cations are applied, diffusion of bivalent cations

with more charges through the downstream nanochannel will neutralize the anion flux thus decrease the

total net charge flux compared to the monovalent cations. The trade-off of the enhancement of anions

flux and higher flux of bivalent cations with more charges gives the lower output voltage compared to

the monovalent cases. As a result, the decrease in the output voltage is more pronounced for the trivalent

case where Al3+ is applied (Figure 6A).

The maximum output power of RED is associated with the output voltage and the internal resistance (RC ).

For instance, the output voltage of the bivalent cation casesMg2+, Cu2+, and Ca2+ is lower than those of the

monovalent cation cases; however, the internal resistance of the bivalent cation cases is �100 times lower

than those of the monovalent cation cases (Figure 6B), which give rise to the high output power. The low

internal resistance of the bivalent cation cases is attributed to the doubled concentration of anion Cl� and

the high valence of cations that carry more charges. The concentration distribution of monovalent and biva-

lent cations along the axis of the channel can be found in Figure S2 demonstrated in SI-4.

The output power is highly enhancedwhen triple valent cations are applied. For example, the output power

of the AlCl3 case (�0.36 pW) is much higher compared to the bivalent cation cases (�0.2 pW). We also

calculated the corresponding RED output under the condition of a high concentration of cH = 500mM,

and found that although high concentration feeding solution with thinker EDL would give rise to a higher
12 iScience 26, 107184, July 21, 2023
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charge screening effect; however, the output voltage and the output power still follow the rules discussed

above, but with lower output voltage and higher output power compared to those of the low cH cases, as

shown in Figure 6C. It can be seen that the selection of a suitable electrolyte solution is important for opti-

mizing the output performance of the RED. The result is the ideal case of the effect of different valence ions

on the output performance of the RED, but the real seawater is a mixture of multiple valence ions and its

real situation will be more complex.61

We also investigated the effect of bivalent anion SO2�
4 on the output power and output voltage of the

bipolar RED system by using symmetric electrolytes including Mg SO4, Cu SO4, Ca SO4 of both high cH
of 500 mM and cH of 10 mM (Figure 6D). From Figure 6D one can see that for both the high cH and the

low cH cases, the output voltage and output power of the bivalent anion cases are much lower than

those of the monovalent cases, and the decrement is more pronounced as cH become lower. As

mentioned above, the bipolar RED system is an overall anion-selective channel and anions are the

net charge carriers. When SO2�
4 is applied, the net charge flux decreases dramatically because of

the low diffusion coefficient of SO2�
4 compared to that of Cl�, which results in a low output voltage.

The pronounced decrement of output voltage and the output power of the bivalent cases is because

of the prominent overlapping of EDL and charge screening effect of low cH, which has also been re-

ported in the literature.58 As a consequence, it is essential to take both the cation valence and the

anion valence into consideration during the optimization of the bipolar RED salinity energy conversion

system.
Limitations of the study

Our results are subject to several limitations: (1) All the data obtained in this article are based on numerical

simulations, it is necessary to further prove the conclusions of this study through experimental research and

(2) only basic parameters are involved in the current model, synergistic effects of multiple parameters, such

as wall slip and pH environment are not considered in this work.
Conclusions

Overall, this article investigates RED energy conversion by both unipolar and bipolar ion-selective

nanochannels, and the effects of channel size, polarity and magnitude of charge surface, concentration,

and valence of ionic solution on the maximum output voltage and maximum output power are symmetri-

cally studied by numerical simulations, and a guideline for optimizing bipolar ionic diode-based RED

energy conversion system is provided. The results show that there are optimum channel length-diameter

combinations to achieve maximum output voltage for both unipolar and bipolar RED systems because of

the trade-off of ion selectivity and permeability. Optimum output performance can be obtained on highly

uniform unipolar nanochannel with uniform charges and highly symmetric bipolar ionic diode with an asym-

metric surface charge of the samemagnitude and length. The maximum output power can be increased by

increasing the concentration gradient of the solution. For the bipolar RED system, multivalent cations

would decrease the output voltage but would highly increase the maximum output power, whereas multi-

valent anions would decrease both the output voltage and the maximum output power. The results also

prove that under the condition of a high-concentration feeding solution, the bipolar RED system has better

performance than the unipolar RED system in terms of bothmaximum output voltage andmaximum output

power. This study not only provides quantitative results for RED output under different conditions but also

provides a new idea for the structural optimization of the ion diode-based device for collecting salinity

gradient energy in the future.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

COMSOL Multiphysics 5.6 https://cn.comsol.com/; RRID: SCR_014767

Origin 2021 Northampton, Massachusetts, USA. https://www.originlab.com/; RRID: SCR_014212
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Minyi Xu (xuminyi@dlmu.edu.cn).

Data and code availability

d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.
METHOD DETAILS

We use COMSOL Multiphysics 5.6 to study steady-state RED process, using finite element analysis (FEA)

method, to understand the superiority of bipolar ionic diode in salinity gradient energy harvesting. For

the selection of model parameters, we confirm the main three types of parameters as the key research ob-

jects of this simulation by finding out the basic characteristics of nanochannels and the main influencing

parameters of RED system.
Physical modeling

According to the characteristics of the RED system, we first construct a geometric model, as shown in

Figure 1A. Secondly, by coupling the electric field, ion converse and flow field, the physical field construc-

tion of themodel is realized. Finally, we completed the construction of all models by drawing the grid. More

details about model building can be seen in the section of methods and numerical setup and SI-1. Mean-

while, in order to verify the reliability of the model data, we conducted a grid independence verification,

more details can be seen in the SI-3.
Data processing

By drawing the equivalent circuit diagram of the RED system, it is clear that the current and voltage of the

system have a linear relationship when different VC are input. Therefore, by fitting the obtained different VC

and I, the V0 and RC of the RED system can generate can be obtained, and the power output of the RED

system can also be generated. More details about data processing can be seen SI-2.
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